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INTRODUCTION

Safari Ostrich Farm is a working ostrich farm in Oudtshoorn, Garden Route, South Africa.  
Everything about us is focused on you having a wonderful interactive encounter and learning 
something new about the world’s largest bird.

• Duration of activity: 1 hour 
• Inclusions: Ostrich Farm Tour 
  Return transfers   
• Travelling time and distance:  60 minutes per way (70 km) 
• Activity meeting place: Fancourt Reception 
• Dress code: Comfortable clothing and shoes 
• What to bring:  Warm jacket, camera 
• Booking process: Book with Fancourt Reservations extension 110 
• Minimum booking lead time: 24 hours 
• Cancellation policy Same day cancellation will result in a 100% charge 
• Minimum pax 1 
• Maximum pax  50 
• Age Group 4-8 Years, 9-13 Years,14 + Years 
 
 
 

Explore
Safari Ostrich Farm



INTRODUCTION

Join us on a 1 hour guided tour to visit the indigenous Wild Cats of South Africa and other wildlife 
at Tenikwa in Plettenberg Bay. You will see Leopard, Cheetahs, Serval, Caracal, African Wildcat, 
penguins and more. This is a unique opportunity to get close to some amazing creatures, and learn 
about their struggle to survive in the wild. 

To fund the rehabilitation work and to raise awareness of the conservation issues in South Africa, 
Tenikwa offers various, small group programs throughout the day, catering for all ages and fitness 
levels with a focus on providing a conservation-based, informative tour. Guests learn about the 
indigenous wild cats of South Africa and why they are disappearing from our landscape.

A variety of indigenous birds, such as Blue Cranes, Marabou Storks and waterfowls frequent the 
gardens of Tenikwa, the extent of which covers some 8ha with the balance of the 46ha set aside 
for the wild animals occurring in the area.

• Duration of activity: 1 hour 
• Inclusions: Return transfers  
  Entrance to Tenikwa 
• Travelling time and distance:  1 hour and 50 minutes per way (120km) 
• Activity meeting Place: Fancourt Reception 
• Dress code: Comfortable clothing and shoes 
• What to bring:  Warm jacket, camera 
• Booking process: Book with Fancourt Reservations extension 110 
• Minimum booking lead time: 24 hours 
• Cancellation policy Same-day cancellation will result in a 100% charge 
• Minimum pax 1 
• Maximum pax  10 
• Age Group 4-8 Years, 9-13 Years,14 + Years 
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Explore
Tenikwa Wildlife



INTRODUCTION

Monkeyland is the worlds first free roaming multi-specie primate sanctuary, Monkeyland has as 
one of its aims, to create awareness about the plight of primates and to show that with a greater 
understanding of our primate cousins, that we can all live in harmony.

Monkeyland was the brainchild of Tony Blignaut whose dream was to create a forest sanctuary that 
restored the freedom of ex-captive primates.

Monkeyland’s forest encompasses a 12 hectare sanctuary together with a 13 hectare ‘greenbelt’ 
area which is protected for indigenous Baboons, Vervet Monkeys and other wildlife. The sanctuary 
is home to more than 550 primates.

• Duration of activity: 1 hour 
• Inclusions: Return transfers  
  Entrance to Monkeyland 
• Travelling time and distance:  1 hour and 50 minutes per way (120km) 
• Activity meeting place: Fancourt Reception 
• Dress code: Comfortable clothing and shoes 
• What to bring:  Warm jacket, camera 
• Booking process: Book with Fancourt Reservations extension 110 
• Minimum booking lead time: 24 hours 
• Cancellation policy Same day cancellation will result in a 100% charge 
• Minimum pax 1 
• Maximum pax  40 
• Age Group 4-8 Years, 9-13 Years,14 + Years 
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Explore
Monkey Land



INTRODUCTION

Birds of Eden’s unique two hectare dome (the World’s largest) spans over a gorge of indigenous 
forest. The sanctuary has its own mysterious ruin, which incorporates a walk-behind waterfall. 
Another feature is its amphitheatre, which has the ability to seat over 200 visitors.

• Duration of activity: 1 hour 
• Inclusions: Return transfers  
  Entrance to Birds of Eden 
• Travelling time and distance:  1 hour and 50 minutes per way (120km) 
• Activity meeting place: Fancourt Reception 
• Dress code: Comfortable clothing and shoes 
• What to bring:  Warm jacket, camera 
• Booking process: Book with Fancourt Reservations extension 110 
• Minimum booking lead time: 24 hours 
• Cancellation policy Same day cancellation will result in a 100% charge 
• Minimum pax 1 
• Maximum pax  40 
• Age Group 4-8 Years, 9-13 Years,14 + Years 
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Explore
Birds of Eden
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INTRODUCTION

A real Garden Route Safari experience! Enjoy close encounters with rhinoceros, buffalo, giraffe 
lions (100 ha enclosure), the rare Black Impala, Golden Wildebeest, Mountain Zebra, hippos and 
so much more. The game reserve is 3500 ha and comprises of over 26 different species of animals 
and more than 200 species of birds.

• Duration of activity: 3 hours 
• Inclusions: Guided game drive  
  Entrance to Botlierskop 
• Travelling time and distance:  40 Minutes per way (45km) 
• Activity meeting place: Fancourt Reception 
• Dress code: Comfortable clothing and shoes 
• What to bring:  Warm jacket, camera 
• Booking process: Book with Fancourt Reservations extension 110 
• Minimum booking lead time: 24 Hours 
• Cancellation policy Same day cancellation will result in a 100% charge 
• Minimum pax 1 
• Maximum pax  70 
• Age Group 4-8 Years, 9-13 Years,14 + Years 
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Explore
Botlierskop Game Drive



INTRODUCTION

Great White Sharks have always fascinated humans for various reasons. Perhaps it is their imposing 
size, their graceful beauty: - perfectly adapted to their environment, patrolling our oceans since the 
beginning of time. Their powerful predatory behaviour instilling pure fear in our hearts or perhaps 
it is the mysteries surrounding this spectacular shark that beckons us to come closer and closer...

• Duration of activity: 4 - 5 hours 
• Inclusions: Return transfers  
  Shark Diving experience 
  Equipment 
  Buffet breakfast at launch site 
• Travelling time and distance:  60 minutes per way (70km) 
• Activity meeting place: Fancourt Reception 
• Dress code: Comfortable clothing and shoes 
• What to bring:  Warm jacket, camera, hat, towel, swimwear 
• Booking process: Book with Fancourt Reservations extension 110 
• Minimum booking lead time: 24 hours 
• Cancellation policy Same day cancellation will result in a 100% charge 
• Minimum pax 1 
• Maximum pax  17 
• Age Group 9-13 Years,14 + Years 
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Explore
White Shark Cage Diving



INTRODUCTION

Our facility has been in existence for 30 years and currently comprises of over 90 different 
species of animals and 100 full-time staff. We provide guided tours which are fundamental in 
our education programs, giving each species a voice, and enlightening the public on animal and 
environmental issues. In order to bring these ‘messages home’ we have enveloped it in a fun and 
unique setting and proudly see ourselves as one-of-a-kind.

• Duration of activity: 1 hour 
• Inclusions: Return transfers  
  Entrance to the Wildlife Park 
• Exclusions: Animal encounters 
• Travelling time and distance:  60 minutes per way (60km) 
• Activity meeting place: Fancourt Reception 
• Dress code: Comfortable clothing and shoes 
• What to bring:  Warm jacket, camera 
• Booking process: Book with Fancourt Reservations extension 110 
• Minimum booking lead time: 24 hours 
• Cancellation policy Sameday cancellation will result in a 100% charge 
• Minimum pax 1 
• Maximum pax  20 
• Age Group 4-8 Years, 9-13 Years,14 + Years 
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Explore
Cango Wildlife



INTRODUCTION

The Knysna Elephant Park (est. 1994) was the first facility in South Africa to house and care 
for orphaned African elephants. Over the last twenty years, the park has cared for and raised 
more than forty elephants. These animals include relocated animals, orphaned calves, elephants 
rescued from culls and ex-circus animals. Some have become part of the resident herd, others 
have moved onto other reserves and facilities in the Western and Eastern Cape, depending on 
their personalities, bonds with other animals and welfare needs.

The present KEP herd numbers ten – the largest domesticated matriarchal herd in the country. 
Our style of management offers guests the opportunity to get up close and personal with our 
elephants, on elephant terms. Responsible and educational interactions allow guests to appreciate 
the awe-inspiring presence of these animals, but still give the elephants the space and freedom 
to choose where they want to move, what they want to eat and who they want to interact with. 
There are no fences to spoil the close encounter and our environment encourages elephants to 
exhibit natural behaviours.

• Duration of activity: 1 hour 
• Inclusions: Return transfers  
  Entrance to Knysna Elephant Park 
• Exclusions: Elephant feed bucket 
• Travelling time and distance:  60 minutes per way (70km) 
• Activity meeting place: Fancourt Reception 
• Dress code: Comfortable clothing and shoes 
• What to bring:  Warm jacket, camera 
• Booking process: Book with Fancourt Reservations extension 110 
• Minimum booking lead time: 24 hours 
• Cancellation policy Same-day cancellation will result in a 100% charge 
• Minimum pax 1 
• Maximum pax  40 
• Age Group 4-8 Years, 9-13 Years,14 + Years 
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Explore
Knysna Elephant Park



INTRODUCTION

Join us daily at dawn to witness these incredible creatures emerging out of their burrows, just in 
time to soak up the sun before they head about their daily activities. Meerkats are also referred 
to as the Suricate or in German as the Erdmännchen and are known to be part of the Mongoose 
family. They are small species of foraging mammals that are usually found inhabiting the harsh 
conditions of the open and arid, semi-desert plains in Southern Africa. Meerkats are known for 
their upright stance and their sociable behaviour. Buffelsdrift Game Lodge is situated in the heart 
of the Klein Karoo and offers the ideal environment and vegetation for Meerkats to thrive.

• Duration of activity: 2 hours 
• Inclusions: Return transfers  
  Meerkat Safari (morning only) 
  Lunch at Buffelsdrift 
• Exclusions: Beverages to be settled direct 
• Travelling time and distance:  1 hour per way (70km) 
• Activity meeting place: Fancourt Reception 
• Dress code: Comfortable clothing and shoes 
• What to bring:  Warm jacket, camera, hat 
• Booking process: Book with Fancourt Reservations extension 110 
• Minimum booking lead time: 24 hours 
• Cancellation policy Same day cancellation will result in a 100% charge 
• Minimum pax 1 
• Maximum pax  8 
• Age Group 9-13 Years,14 + Years
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Explore
Meerkats and Buffelsdrift



Explore
Horseback Safari - Botlierskop

INTRODUCTION

Enjoy an exciting horseback safari and escape to the majestic mountain valleys and beautiful Fynbos 
for a 2 hour horse ride and experience nature like never before. Explore our diverse plant life 
including woodlands, coastal and mountain Fynbos and spot free roaming wildlife. Botlierskop is 
malaria-free and home to four of the Big 5 (lion, elephant, buffalo and rhino) as well as a host of 
antelope, including rare black impala, zebra, giraffe, wildebeest, hippo and more.

• Duration of activity: 2 Hours 
• Inclusions: Return transfers 
  2 Hour Horse-Back Safari 
• Travelling time and distance:  35 minutes per way (45km)  
• Activity meeting place: Fancourt Reception 
• Dress code: Comfortable clothing and closed shoes 
• What to bring:  Warm jacket, camera 
• Booking process: Book with Fancourt Reservations on extension 110 
• Minimum booking lead time: 24 hours 
• Cancellation policy Same day cancellation will result in a 100% charge 
• Minimum pax 1 
• Maximum pax  12 
• Age Group 6 Years + 
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Explore
Deep Sea Fishing - Mossel Bay

INTRODUCTION

Deep Sea adventures offer people a chance to go deep sea fishing in the Mossel Bay area. During 
the past 13 years Deep Sea Adventures made the dream of several fishermen come true. To have 
a 10kg+ Kablejou on your line gives you an adrenalin rush – that’s for sure. Not to talk about 
the bite on your hook and the fight with a Yellowbelly Rockord or a good sized Sunter. It is not 
only the large fish that makes a fisherman proud but the chance to catch several species is also 
satisfactory. 

• Duration of activity: 6 Hours 
• Inclusions: Return transfers from Fancourt to Mossel Bay 
  Deep-sea Fishing 
  Fishing Equipment and bait will be provided 
  Excludes: Snacks and Beverages 
• Travelling time and distance:  45 minutes per way (40km)  
• Activity meeting place: Fancourt Reception 
• Dress code: Comfortable clothing and closed shoes 
• What to bring:  Warm jacket, sunscreen, hat 
• Booking process: Book with Fancourt Reservations on extension 110 
• Minimum booking lead time: 24 hours 
• Special terms and conditions: Prices are subject to currency fluctuations 
  Weather dependant 
• Cancellation policy Same day cancellation will result in a 100% charge 
• Minimum pax 1 
• Maximum pax  10 
• Age Group 9-13 Years, 14 + Years
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Explore
Wilgewandel and Cango Wildlife

INTRODUCTION

A wide variety of interesting activities at our holiday farm is one of our biggest attractions. Fun 
for the whole family and ideal for kids.This includes: Wilgewandel Waterslides, Camel rides, 18 
hole Ghwarra-Ghwarra Golf, Donkey cart ride, Foefie slides, Pedal cars, Rowing boats. Farm 
atmosphere: We pride ourselves on creating a healthy farm atmosphere where you can relax and 
enjoy the fresh air. Animals to feed: In true farm style we have a variety of farm animals to feed. 
These include rabbits, a pig, billy goats, donkey, ostriches and sheep.

Cango Wildlife Ranch is internationally recognized as one of South Africa’s premier tourism 
attractions, The Ranch offers visitors a huge variety of awe-inspiring activities – suitable for the whole 
family. The ranch offers: Lemur falls, crocodiles, Kuranda Forest, Snake Park and Cheetah Land. 
Cango Wildlife Ranch remains a unique world-class facility which strives to provide conservation 
through education by means of various conservation projects, initiatives and informative guided 
tours! 

• Duration of activity: 5 Hours 
• Inclusions: Return Transfers to Oudtshoorn 
  Entrance to Cango Wildlife Ranch 
  Wilgewandel activities are excluded and to be settled direct 
• Travelling time and distance:  60 minutes per way (65km)  
• Activity meeting place: Fancourt Reception 
• Dress code: Comfortable clothing, shoes and swimwear 
• What to bring:  Sunscreen, hat, towels 
• Booking process: Book with Fancourt Reservations on extension 110 
• Minimum booking lead time: 24 hours 
• Special terms and conditions: Prices are subject to currency fluctuations 
• Cancellation policy Same day cancellation will result in a 100% charge 
• Minimum pax 1 
• Maximum pax  20 
• Age Group 4-8 Years, 9-13 Years,14 + Years
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Explore
Botlierskop game drive and Indalo elephant walk 

INTRODUCTION

Come and share the bounty and breathtaking beauty this 4,200 hectare reserve has to offer. 
Botlierskop Game Reserve will ensure you enjoy a uniquely South African Safari Experience. This 
gracious family-owned and privately-operated game reserve is malaria-free and home to four 
of the Big 5 (lion, elephant, buffalo and rhino) as well as a host of antelope, including rare black 
impala, zebra, giraffe, wildebeest, hippo and more.

Join us for an experience of a lifetime as you go on guided walks with our elephants. Our 
experienced handlers will introduce you to these gentle giants for an informative session as you 
get to interact with them and feed them a healthy snack bucket.

Up close and personal photos can be taken.

• Duration of activity: 8 Hours 
• Inclusions: Full Day Vehicle, Driver/Guide 
  3 Hour Guided Game Drive 
  1.5 Hour Elephant Walk and Interaction / Feeding 
• Travelling time and distance:  60 minutes per way (65km)  
• Activity meeting place: Fancourt Reception 
• Dress code: Comfortable clothing and shoes, sun hat 
• What to bring:  Sunscreen 
• Booking process: Book with Fancourt Reservations on extension 110 
• Minimum booking lead time: 24 hours 
• Special terms and conditions: Prices are subject to currency fluctuations 
• Cancellation policy Same day cancellation will result in a 100% charge 
• Minimum pax 1 
• Maximum pax  15 
• Age Group 9-13 Years,14 + Years
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Explore
Whale Watching - Knysna

INTRODUCTION

Boat-based whale watching in knysna, on the garden route of south africa Ocean Odyssey offers 
unforgettable marine adventures. Our close encounter, boat-based whale watching tours and 
marine eco-tours are perfect activities to add to any itinerary in Knysna. We offer three daily 
departures and a fleet of ocean going vessels. This is the ideal experience for local visitors and 
international tourists.

CLOSE ENCOUNTER WHALE WATCHING
Let’s get up close and personal with these majestic giants that inhabit our vast and pristine Indian 
Ocean. These migratory mammals, Southern Right and Humpback whales, grace us with their 
presence from June to November annually showing off their acrobatic skills while nurturing their 
young. 

Approaching a whale requires incredible skill and understanding of the behavior of these wild  
creatures. Our skippers are well aware of the strict guidelines set in place by the permit and 
respect that they are in the whale’s domain.

• Duration of activity: 2 Hours 
• Inclusions: Return Transfers to Knysna 
  Whale Watching 
• Travelling time and distance:  60 minutes per way (110km)  
• Activity meeting place: Fancourt Reception 
• Dress code: Comfortable clothing and shoes 
• What to bring:  Warm jacket, camera 
• Booking process: Book with Fancourt Reservations on extension 110 
• Minimum booking lead time: 24 hours 
• Special terms and conditions: Prices are subject to currency fluctuations 
• Cancellation policy Same day cancellation will result in a 100% charge 
• Minimum pax 1 
• Maximum pax  25 
• Age Group 4-8 Years, 9-13 Years,14 + Years
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Explore
Oudtshoorn Trio of Experiences

INTRODUCTION

Start from Fancourt with a coach ride across the Outeniqua pass with a guided commentary from 
a qualified guide in botany, forestry and history. We visit the world famous Cango caves doing the 
standard route of 1 hour which is at a relaxed pace.  A specialist guide gives information on history, 
and the formation of the caves, stalactites and stalagmites. We then travel to one of the ostrich 
farms where we enjoy a show of the ostriches and lunch at this well groomed ostrich show farm. 
Take a guided tour through the Cango wild life ranch where all the big cats are kept.  

• Duration of activity: 08:00 - 17:00 
• Inclusions: Full day touring with an English speaking guide 
  Entrance fees 
  Light lunch 
  Bottled water 
• Exclusions: Beverages 
• Travelling time and distance:  1 hour 30 minutes per way 
• Activity meeting place: Fancourt Reception 
• Dress code: Casual 
• What to bring:  Warm jacket, camera, hat 
• Booking process: Book with Reservations extension 110 
• Minimum booking lead time: 24 hours 
• Cancellation policy Same day cancellation will result in a 100%  
  charge 
• Minimum pax 1 
• Maximum pax  40 
• Age Group 4-8 Years, 9-13 Years,14 + Years
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Explore
Ocean Safari and Garden of Eden

INTRODUCTION

This tour is an eco tour. We travel to Plettenberg Bay and do a relaxed forest walk at the Garden 
of Eden. We then board a sea going vessel and do an ocean safari, riding with dolphins, seals 
and whales when in season. After a beach launch and landing we are transferred to an Italian 
and seafood restaurant “Enrico’s” which is situated almost on the breakers alongside the ocean. 
Afterwards we travel back to Fancourt. Your guide will guide you through the Garden route giving 
you information on all the interesting facts, sightings and points of interest. 

• Duration of activity: 08:00 - 17:00 
• Inclusions: Full day touring with an English speaking guide 
  Entrance fees 
  Light lunch 
  Bottled water 
• Exclusions: Beverages 
• Travelling time and distance:  1 hour 30 minutes per way 
• Activity meeting place: Fancourt Reception 
• Dress code: Casual 
• Booking process: Book with Reservations extension 110 
• Minimum booking lead time: 24 hours 
• Cancellation policy Same day cancellation will result in a 100%  
  charge 
• Minimum pax 1 
• Maximum pax  10 
• Age Group 4-8 Years, 9-13 Years,14 + Years
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Explore
Garden Route Animal Planet

INTRODUCTION

After breakfast depart Fancourt with your own private driver/guide and vehicle. Travelling East 
you will pass through three seaside towns namely Wilderness, Sedgefield and Knysna and finally 
end up in Plettenberg Bay. On tour you are guided through Jukani by one of our highly skilled and 
very motivated guides who will not only give you an insight into all the animals at Jukani Wildlife 
Sanctuary, but enable you to gain a better understanding of these creatures in the wild. Our 
next stop is Birds of Eden which houses more than 3,500 specimens of more than 280 species, 
with the main focus being African birds. The dome covers 2 km of boardwalks. From there, just 
a short walk away is Monkeyland. On this tour you’ll see more than 550 primates comprising of 
capuchin monkeys, ringtail and black-and-white ruffed lemurs, saki monkeys, squirrel monkeys, 
vervet monkeys, 2 species of langur, howler monkeys, gibbons, etc in their forest home. You will 
also experience our 128-metre suspended canopy walk whilst on tour.

• Duration of activity: 08:00 - 17:00 
• Inclusions: Full day touring with an English speaking guide 
  Entrance fees, Light lunch, Bottled water and 
• Exclusions: Beverages 
• Travelling time and distance:  1 hour 50 minutes per way 
• Activity meeting place: Fancourt Reception 
• Dress code: Casual 
• Booking process: Book with Reservations extension 110 
• Cancellation policy Same day cancellation will result in a 100%  
  charge 
• Minimum pax 1 
• Maximum pax  10 
• Age Group 4-8 Years, 9-13 Years,14 + Years



INTRODUCTION

A real Garden Route Safari experience! Enjoy close encounters with Rhinoceros, Lions (100ha 
enclosure), Buffalo, Giraffe, the rare Black Impala, Golden Wildebeest, Mountain Zebra, Hippos 
and more! Our Game Reserve is 3500ha and comprises of over 26 different species of animals 
and more than 200 bird species. Chocolate Making, Chocolate Tasting, Cholcolate Introduction, 
Chocolate Tempering, Prline Making. Enjoy a tasting & pairing of craft beer. Tastings of 4, styles 
of our Craft Beers and full explanations of beer styles and Questions and answers time. Includes, 
Blood Serpaint (Pilsner), Thunderbird (IPA), Black Mist (Dark Beer) and Lemon Radler (Light Beer)

• Duration of activity: Full day 08:00 -17:00 
• Inclusions: Return guided transport 
  Game drive and lunch 
  Chocolate experience 
  Craft beer tasting 
• Exclusion: Drinks will be for guest own account 
• Activity meeting place: Fancourt Reception 
• Dress code: Casual 
• What to bring: Sunscreen, camera, hat 
• Booking process: Book with Fancourt Reservations extension 110 
• Minimum booking lead time: 24 Hours 
• Cancellation policy 100% cancellation should guests cancel 
• Minimum pax 1 
• Maximum pax  10 
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Explore
Buffalo, Chocolate and Craft Beer


